which passion project are you?
Thinking about starting a passion project or side hustle to
enhance your employability? Take our quiz to find out which one's
for you...

You're shopping, what do
you pick up?

How would your friends
describe you?

A Art supplies

A Arty

b Another USB stick

b Skilled

c

c

A bullet journal

d A new book

Organised

d Chatty

You have an afternoon spare,
what are you doing?

What's your daily screen time
- we're not judging!

A I've never got a minute

A 0-2 hours

b Watching a film

b 4+ hours

c

c

On Instagram

d Reading a magazine

Which app are you?

I'm afraid to look

d 3-4 hours

Which festival would you
most likely be at?

A Pinterest

A Glastonbury

b Tumblr

b Boardmasters

c

c

Instagram

d Twitter

Coachella

d Wilderness

What degree would you be?

Which IG feature are you?

A Fashion Design

A Explore Page

b Fashion Photography

b IGTV

c

c

Fashion Promotion

d Fashion Journalism

Reels

d IG Stories

You're working, listening to
music on...

What's your dream job?

A Your record player

A Designer

b Spotify

b Photographer

c

c

Youtube

d Apple Music

Art Director

d Editor

Which set of emojis are you?

Where would you rather be?

A

A In the design studio

b

b On a shoot location

c

c

d

d Hosting an interview

Working in a coffee shop

Tally up your scores...

let's find out where you fit
Mostly A's: You're a creative soul. Try illustration and start making
art prints, or get crafty with clay sculpting. If you're a designer,
why not release a limited collection?
Mostly B's: Create a photography page or even a Youtube channel, your
personality thrives in front or behind a camera - it's time to work on
some mad editing skills.
Mostly C's: Start a social media marketing account to share your top
tips, latest work, and current industry insights. Join the community
and find your space in the digital world.
Mostly D's: Have you thought about writing a blog? Write down your
ideas, start a creative journey diary, or share posts on hot topics in
the industry.

